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  Wang Yi found his mother's ward, and saw that his mother Li Lan had woken up, 
lying on a white hospital bed covered with a quilt. His father was not there, but an 
acquaintance Xiaoyan accompanied his mother. 

   "Mom, are you okay?" Wang Yi quickly walked to the bed and asked worriedly. 

"It's okay, it's just a small problem..." Li Lan was talking to Shen Yan when she suddenly 
saw her son bringing a beautiful and noble girl with her eyes straight. She answered her 
son's words casually and focused on Gao Yurong's body. "Son, this is..." 

   Before Wang Yi could answer, Gao Yurong walked out from behind him and said 
with a smile: "Hello Auntie, I am Wang Yi's friend, Gao Yurong, you can call me Yu 
Rong." 

   "Oh, oh." Li Lan was at a loss, blinked, and looked at her son again. 

   This baby is pretty and sensible. Where did you turn your son back from? 

Shen Yan next to    also looked at Gao Yurong curiously. 

   "Mom, Dad said on the phone that you were suddenly fainted, what is going on?" 
Wang Yi asked. 

   "It's okay, but the factory is busy, so..." 

   "Are you working overtime again?" Wang Yi's tone improved a little. 

Wang Yi was anxious and angry. His mother was in poor health. She used to stay in the 
hospital. Now she is old and the daytime work is also very hard. It is not that Wang Yi 
didn’t persuade his mother to change to a lighter job. , But was rejected by Li Lan. 

   Wang Yi's father walked in from outside, and he was accompanied by a doctor in a 
white coat. 

"...After various examinations in the hospital, it was diagnosed that it was due to 
overwork, severe lumbar muscle strain, and severe brain overload, which caused 
sudden fainting and was admitted to the hospital." The doctor expertly said, "The patient 
is getting older. Stay in the hospital for observation for a few days first. If nothing 



worsens, you can leave the hospital. After you leave the hospital, you should rest more. 
Don't be too tired. At the same time, pay attention to your body's nutrition. 

  Wang Yi looked at the hospital bed. His mother was talking to Gao Yurong and 
Shen Yan, looking very happy. 

  Wang Yi remembered at this moment, Lin Youyu guessed that he would come 
later, and it would be even more lively. 

  Follow him, as long as my mother is happy. 

  Wang Yi is too lazy to think at this time. 

  He was thinking about another thing in his heart. 

   The reason why my mother would rather not change jobs and endure hard 
overtime is not for this family. 

   In the final analysis, there is still no such condition to allow parents to lead a 
comfortable and comfortable life. 

   Originally, Wang Yi was thinking about taking part in the ‘quasi-martial appraisal’ 
on July 1st, and let the Xtreme martial arts gym notice it, and then successfully recruited 
the past ‘as a special recruit’. 

   ‘Special Recruit’ is different from ordinary martial artists who join the martial arts. 

  The more genius and the higher the potential, the more important the Xtreme 
Martial Arts Gym will be, and the more generous the treatment will be given. 

   Normal martial artist joins the martial arts hall, in addition to obtaining a villa, it is 
the start-up capital of one million Chinese currency 

Wang Yi clearly remembered that after Luo Feng’s first genetic training was successful, 
he was directly recommended by the chief instructor of Yangzhou City Guild Hall, Wu 
Tong, to the Jiangnan General Guild Hall above, and was in charge of “Zhuge Tao”. 
Paying attention to it, a special contract was signed, and the treatment given at that time 
was-"In addition to a villa, there is free reimbursement of cheats with a price of less than 
100 million yuan, and 20 million start-up funds." 

   Xtreme Martial Arts Gym has always been committed to cultivating talents, and it 
has always been very generous to geniuses. This treatment can be said to be very 
amazing, and it is worthy of Luo Feng's ability to choose one out of a billion at the time. 



   If Wang Yi can show strong enough talent and potential in the June 1st ‘Quasi 
Martial Artist Assessment’, it will definitely attract the attention of Xtreme Martial Arts 
Academy, and the treatment will definitely not be bad at that time. 

  Wang Yi remembered that after signing the contract, Luo Feng could move into the 
villa in the Wuzhe community in advance without having to perform the actual combat 
assessment of the Wuzhe. 

   Of course, this also has something to do with Luo Feng’s strength. It’s important to 
know that Luo Feng’s first time he cultivated his genetic power, his boxing power 
reached the level of ‘3100kg’! 

   The physical fitness requirement of the quasi-warrior is only ‘900kg’! 

  Most quasi-martialists can successfully cultivate their genes for the first time, 
absorb genetic energies, improve their physical fitness, and generally increase their 
strength by a few hundred kilograms. It is obvious that Luo Feng crushes them. 
Therefore, the Xtreme Martial Arts Gym is not worried that he will fail the actual combat 
assessment, which is regarded as selling his personal affection in advance. 

  Wang Yi's physical fitness is now about 3,600 kilograms! 

   And his body received various bonus bonuses after signing in, the physical fitness 
is actually stronger than the warriors of the same level! 

   The sword technique and the body technique have also reached a level 
comparable to some warriors who have practiced for many years! 

   This kind of strength, as long as it is shown in the ‘quasi-warrior assessment’, I 
believe it will definitely attract the attention of the above immediately! 

   You must know that Wang Yi is only eighteen years old, he has not received 
orthodox martial arts training, and he has not cultivated genetic power to reach this 
point. It can be said to be a monster-like existence! 

   Xtreme Martial Arts Hall will definitely give him extremely generous and generous 
treatment. 

   Maybe there is a chance to join the legendary ‘elite training camp’. 

   As for worrying about others' speculations, Wang Yi couldn't care about it. 

  His mother was hospitalized because of overworked life, and he was still awed, 
because some invisible things were shrunk, it might as well be smashed to death, and 
don't waste this golden finger. 



  Wang Yi, who is usually calm, was stimulated by his mother's illness at the 
moment, and he was already a little bit on the top. 

   He believes that as long as his strength maintains rapid progress, shows the 
potential of genius, and makes Xtreme Martial Arts Club pay attention, other people 
can't do anything to him even if they have any ideas in their minds! 

   This is the ultimate martial arts gym, the deterrent power of a giant in the world. 

   As for the college entrance examination, I asked for leave on June 1st to 
participate in the examination, and the college entrance examination only started on 
June 6th. There was not enough time. 

   Although the college entrance examination is meaningless to Wang Yi now, it is 
also an explanation of his many years of student life. 

   After Wang Yi made up his mind, he felt much more relieved. 

   Wang Yi's father glanced at the three women who were talking together, moved to 
his son, and said in a low voice: "What's the matter with that girl who just arrived, your 
friend?" 

Wang Yi’s father was also very curious. He didn’t know what his son’s temperament 
was. He didn’t know what kind of temperament his son usually had. He didn’t know what 
his son was like. He didn’t know what kind of temperament he usually had. A beautiful 
girl who is not an ordinary person, and also came to the hospital with her son. This 
relationship should not be an ordinary friend. 

   Wang Yi said: "Dad, didn't I have been a tutor for a while, she was the one I 
tutored, but we have a good relationship, and she is also my friend." 

"Really?" Wang Yi's father was dubious. He was also an honest man. He couldn't figure 
out the thinking of young people now. After thinking about it, he didn't care about that 
much. He lowered his voice and said solemnly: "I think they are both pretty good. , Don’t 
mess around with you kid, when something happens, don’t say that dad didn’t warn you 
in advance." 

   "Dad, what are you talking about, am I that kind of person?" Wang Yi was a little bit 
dumbfounded. 

   "That's good." Wang Shun patted Wang Yi on the shoulder, UU reading www. 
Uukanshu.com "However, you are too old, and you are about to take the college 
entrance examination. After the college entrance examination, you have gone to 
college. There will be no problem with having a girlfriend by then. Dad is still very open-
minded. I want your mother and I..." 



   Wang Yi rolled his eyes. 

   At this time, the door was pushed open again, and Lin Youyu, who was wearing a 
white dress and a gray coat, poked his head out. 

   "Wang Yi?" 

   The three of them stared at them with big eyes. 

   Wang Shun's voice stopped abruptly, looked at Lin Youyu, and turned to his son 
with a brush, his eyes were already full of suspicion. 

   seems to be saying, son, you can explain to me, who is this? 

   "Hello, uncles and aunts, my name is Lin Youyu, and I am Wang Yi's classmate." 
Lin Youyu stood at the door of the ward pretty, holding her hands on her lower 
abdomen, and said softly, a little nervous. 

   "Oh, oh, good." Li Lan, Wang Yi's mother who was still lying on the hospital bed, 
was the first to react. "Come, come and sit down." 

   Lin Youyu glanced at Wang Yi, and Wang Yi also looked at her. Lin Youyu lowered 
her head, bit her lip slightly, and moved to Li Lan's side. 

   Li Lan looked at the beautiful and delicate girl in front of her, and the more she 
looked at it, the happier she became, but she also wondered how her son knew so 
many girls all at once. 

  Never mind Shen Yan, they are all residents of the same community, and they 
know each other well. 

   And these two in front of me are from a wealthy family, shouldn't her son do 
anything to them? 

   Li Lan was worried. 

  Wang Yi watched the four women gather over there and glanced at his father. The 
two big men quietly exited and carefully closed the door. Wang Yi just breathed a sigh 
of relief. 

Snapped! There was a violent shudder in the back. 

   "Boys, please explain to me clearly, what is their relationship with you!" 

 


